Large telescopes are the essential infrastructure of optical and infra-red astronomy. Larger telescopes produce better science and, thanks to modern computer control systems, there seems almost no limit to their future size. Preparing the ground for a future Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), with a hundred times the power of today's instruments, is a key aim of the EU-funded OPTICON project. The continuation of the OPTICON project is developing the new networks and technologies that will be needed to support the ELT as well as improving access to the current generation of telescopes.
And when it comes to telescopes, better almost always means bigger. Doubling the diameter of a telescope gives four times the light-gathering power, and four times the ability to detect faint objects deep in space. Even more significantly, the time needed to make a given observation -using what is effectively a digital camera -falls by a factor of 16.
The biggest telescopes in the world today have mirrors between 6 and 11 metres in diameter, but the constant push to see fainter and farther objects means that astronomers want much larger instruments. The planned ELT, for instance, will have an aperture of around 42 metres. Since even a 10-metre mirror would be too difficult to make from solid glass, the ELT will have many small mirrors, a design concept pioneered in the two 10-metre Keck telescopes on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Like all large modern telescopes, the ELT will use 'active optics', in which flexible, lightweight mirrors are supported and adjusted by an array of computer-controlled actuators.
Preparing the way for the ELT is a key objective of the OPTICON project, which brings together nearly 50 European observatories and other astronomical institutions. The OPTICON partners fund, operate and develop Europe's major optical and infrared astronomical infrastructures, as well as several world-class facilities for solar astronomy in the Canary Islands.
More specifically, OPTICON includes networking, transnational access and joint research activities (JRAs) to further improve access to existing large telescopes and develop new technology in adaptive optics and other areas, as well as foster the cooperation needed for the ELT.
Transnational access has been very successful in previous OPTICON projects and is now very over-subscribed. As such, work is being done to increase access to astronomy facilities and train and support new and isolated users. This is in addition to the transnational, multi-observatory peer-review process, which will provide the best feedback possible on proposals and training programmes.
A gALAxy Of AsTrONOmErs
• OPTICON's networking activities are working to ensure the widest possible community for nextgeneration research facilities. Support will be given to the development of the European ELT and the application of new high time resolution astrophysics. Technology developed and information gained from this project will be beneficial to scientists and researchers for years to come.
The joint research activities under OPTICON are focused on improving current telescope technology. In particular research will be dedicated to developing lasers, fast sensitive detectors and adaptive optics, among other things. Research will also look into creating new prototype materials for instrumentation. Research will investigate everything from photonics to holograms and will work to minimise cost while maximising efficiency. Furthermore, researchers will investigate new innovative instrumental devices which will allow astronomers to approach the limits of high angular resolution observation. 
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